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This book constitutes the outcome of two re‐

tion of a borderland as a transitional zone, char‐

search projects, "Multicultural Border Cities in the

acteristic of imperial rule, than a national lineal

West Ukraine, 1772-1914" and "Imperial Periph‐

border, which presumes sharp division and sepa‐

eries: Religion, War, and the Szlachta," initiated

ration.[1]

by Andreas Kappeler at the Vienna Institute of
East European History. Three scholars, Paulus
Adelsgruber, Laurie Cohen, and Börries Kuzmany,
have researched the history and everyday life of
three pairs of cities on both sides of the former
Austrian-Russian border: Brody-Radzivilov, Pod‐
wołoczyska-Volochisk, and Husiatyn-Gusiatin (all
located in present-day Ukraine). The collective
monograph covering the period between the first
partition of Poland in 1772 and the end of the WW
I follows macro processes in the history of the Ro‐
manov and Habsburg empires through the prism
of micro-historical borderlands. This, according to
the authors, allows them to overcome the limits of
national historiography and its notion of a border.
The title of the book implies the indistinctness of
the concept of an imperial border. Getrennt und
doch verbunden,which might be translated as “di‐
vided and still bounded,” refers more to the no‐

In the foreword to the book, Andreas Kappel‐
er presents the history of these six cities as a vivid
example of the double function of such a border:
to divide and to unite, as line of separation and a
zone of contact in space. After the partitions,
these cities gained new functions within the re‐
spective

empires

and

were

still

connected

through mutual cross-border contacts. Kappeler,
whose earlier publications on the Russian empire
and Ukraine were mostly devoted to Russian and
Ukrainian multiethnic and multiconfessional his‐
tory, affirms that the stories of nineteenth-century
everyday life in the six borderland cities left no‐
ticeable traces in the cultural memory of modern
Ukraine. Because of the transfer and comparative
foci, this monograph, according to Kappeler, fits
well into the paradigm of a transnational Ukrain‐
ian history (as opposed to ethnonational or multi‐
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ethnic ones), recently debated in Ukrainian histo‐

parative analysis of the relations between the no‐

riography.[2]

bles, tradesmen, and religious communities in
each pair of cities. Apparently, such communica‐

In fact, Getrennt und doch verbunden is one

tion across the border was the continuation of

of the first in East European studies which pro‐

previous experience within the multiconfessional

vides a subtle and persuasive tool to analyze the

and

function of an imperial border through the de‐

multiethnic

Polish-Lithuanian

Common‐

wealth. The partitions at the end of the eighteenth

tailed reconstruction of the history of pairs of

century did not make much difference in this

cities on both sides of it. There are similar at‐

sense, bringing, however, new possibilities and

tempts in Ukrainian borderland studies,[3]as well

new functions to the cities. This concerned such

as in the larger scholarship dealing with Euro‐

novelties as border and custom controls, but also

pean urban borderland history[4]and borderland

smuggling, emigration, refugees, deserters, pil‐

anthropology.[5] Yet, Getrennt und doch verbun‐

grims from the other side of the border, as well as

den is rather novum in the field since it combines

the construction of railway stations, and the re‐

not only different methodological approaches (the

pair of bridges. The authors of Getrennt und doch

above-mentioned borderland studies, imperiolo‐

verbunden have organized their materials accord‐

gy, comparative analysis, religious history), but

ing to this thematic order. The second chapter, "A

also the different styles and research experiences

View on the Border Cities," retells in short the his‐

of its authors. This results in the bright spectrum

tory of each of the city during the "long nine‐

of foci suggested in the book. The richness of lan‐

teenth century." Unfortunately, the material pre‐

guage competence is also very impressive (unfor‐

sented

tunately, not all the quotations were translated

here

is

somewhat

disproportionate.

Brody's part, in contrast to that of Podwołoczyska-

into German). Dealing with the contact zones of

Volochisk and Husiatyn-Gusiatin, is much more

the two empires meant also working in numerous

elaborated. This perhaps is due to the richness of

central and local archives and libraries. Three au‐

documentation and already existing historiogra‐

thors gathered an enormous amount of material

phy of Brody itself.[6] In this respect also the de‐

in Kyiv, Lviv, Ternopil, Vienna, Moscow, Peters‐

scription of conflicts and collaboration between

burg, Cracow, Paris, New York, Berlin, and Lon‐

the different ethno-confessional communities in

don. The book is richly illustrated, mostly with

Husiatyn-Gusiatin seems to be rather abridged.

postcard photos coming from the regional reposi‐
tories. Despite methodological diversity, all chap‐

The third chapter, "A View on the Border," an‐

ters fit the same structural framework, so that the

alyzes the demarcation politics of Petersburg and

authors' writing styles do not differ much from

Vienna and the development of border control

each other.

and custom services. Interesting in this respect is
the continuity between the old and new border

The authors’ main purpose is to show the di‐

control traditions. At the end of the eighteenth

viding and the uniting functions of the border in

century the western Russian state border collided

the history of six provincial cities. The book

with the custom border. As a result, new princi‐

demonstrates the consistency of mutual bound‐

ples in the organization of custom offices were

aries and transfers between these cities, despite

needed. These were elaborated according to the

the continual attempts of the imperial centers to

model of the former Polish-Ottoman border con‐

"close" and "nationalize" the border. The study

trol system. At the same time, parallels between

also shows how the Great War brought an end to

the organizational reforms of the Russian and

the borderland way of life and thus the collapse of

Austrian custom services at the beginning of the

empires with it. This is achieved through the com‐

nineteenth century were also evident. Getrennt
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und doch verbunden demonstrates that the com‐

The fourth chapter deals with the role of six

monalities of the imperial border services, as well

cities in cross-border trade. Most attention is de‐

as the history of transfer within these reform pro‐

voted to the era of the Napoleonic wars, which

cesses, remain areas for further research.

was characterized by a flourishing European land
trade. Later on, with the gradual growth of sea

The authors of Getrennt und doch verbunden

trade, the commerce across the Russian-Austrian

demonstrate how despite the demarcation efforts

border lost its significance. The chapter also dis‐

of imperial authorities, borders remained perme‐

cusses the considerable influence of railway and

able. Smugglers were the major agents con‐

bridge construction on the trade relations be‐

fronting the established system of control. With

tween the cities. This part of the book impresses,

the help of corrupt officials in regional govern‐

with statistical data organized in graphs to show

ments, they managed to arrange a sort of a free-

the proportion of the border trade in the overall

trade zone in the Eastern Galician-Wolhynian re‐

exchange among the empires. The authors pay

gion. The ill fame of the "Smugglers' Paradise" fol‐

particular attention to the role of railway con‐

lowed these lands until World War 1. The authors

struction in the diversification and development

of Getrennt und doch verbunden quote several

of the city trade. At the turn of the century, it not

archival documents to prove that since the second

only brought new jobs and industrial factories,

half of the nineteenth century the problem with

but also contributed to the rapid popularization of

smuggling was a moral issue for imperial centers

socialist and nationalist ideas in border communi‐

(mostly for St. Petersburg). Generally, this was due

ties. It would, however, be interesting to see how

to the reorientation of smuggling from textile and

these observations fit into the recent historiogra‐

colonial goods to human trafficking, counterfeit

phy of railway communication in modern Eastern

money, illegal political press, and alcohol. Another

Europe.[7]

problem seen by central powers as a threat to im‐
perial integrity, was the perceived role of the Jew‐

The fifth chapter, "Border and Religion," is

ish population in smuggling goods. An extreme

probably one of the most interesting and insight‐

example of official opinion about Jewish domi‐

ful in the book. It explores contacts and competi‐

nance in this field was the idea of Tsar Nicolas I in

tion between different religious communities

1843 to resettle the whole Jewish population in a

across the border. This border was both a state

fifty-kilometer-wide zone away from the border.

and a confessional one, dividing the predominant‐

This plan, however, was not realized. The authors

ly Orthodox population on the Russian side from

of Getrennt und doch verbunden show that the no‐

the largely Greek Catholic population on the other

tion that only Jews were involved in smuggling

side. The authors ofdemonstrate how the process‐

was

Numerous

es of nationalization of religion and sacralization

archival documents testify to the participation of

of nation implemented in the official imperial re‐

Christian agents. In fact, only 17 percent of discov‐

ligious politics on both sides of the border related

ered smugglers were Jews. It would be interest‐

to local religious practices in the six above-men‐

ing, however, to compare this regional smuggling

tioned cities.

nothing

more

than

legend.

to the whole illegal trade in both empires. For the

Particular attention is devoted to the pilgrim

Romanovs, it was definitely a second-ranking

streams across the border to two famous monas‐

problem (most smuggling occurred along the bor‐

teries: the Orthodox in Pochaiv and the Domini‐

der with Prussia) (p. 116). The situation in the

can in Podkamień. These monasteries form in a

Habsburg Empire is unfortunately not analyzed

way the fourth pair of historical sites. Indeed, the

by the authors of Getrennt und doch verbunden.

two monasteries have much in common: both
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were founded in the late Middle Ages, both were

the city of Brody, where refugees often received

the sites of miraculous icons of the Mother of God.

support from the local Jewish community.

The icons were crowned by the pope in the eigh‐

The last chapter, "War and Occupation," de‐

teenth century. Both monasteries in course of his‐

scribes the final fiasco of imperial rule on the bor‐

tory became pilgrimage destinations, and both be‐

der and the destruction of all interdependencies

came in the late nineteenth century the objects of

which constituted the mode of life there. The au‐

political instrumentalization. This was manifested

thors affirm that the gradual "nationalization" of

in pompous celebrations that took place on

both empires and the war forced local popula‐

monastic grounds with the participation of

tions to give their blurred identities up in favor of

monarchial families and rich nobility. Often the

the new nationally oriented Austrian, Hungarian,

monasteries' jurisdiction was the topic of political

Jewish, Russian, or Polish ones. Besides, the war

debates on both sides of the border. The differ‐

brought mobilization and mass expulsion with it;

ences in the position of Pochaiv and Podkamień in

deportation, executions, and epidemics in these

regional history and memory are aptly described

times signified the end of traditional survival

in Getrennt und doch verbunden. Pochaiv was

strategies. Importantly, the end of the war marked

founded as an Orthodox monastery, becoming

the practical and psychological "closing of the bor‐

Greek Catholic at the beginning of the eighteenth

der" for local people. In the following decades the

century. Only after the defeat of the Polish Upris‐

former border along the Zbrucz River became a

ing of 1830-31 (which was supported by some

dividing line between West and East, between

Pochaiv monks) was it returned to the Russian Or‐

capitalism and bolshevism.

thodox Church. This history made Pochaiv a pecu‐

This book is definitely an achievement in

liar contested place on a border between empires

terms of tracing a "borderland way of life" on a

and church jurisdictions. Contacts and competi‐
tion

between

Podkamień,

which

micro level. What is somewhat lacking is a gener‐

remained

al methodological framework to unite the varied

Catholic, and Pochaiv are a focus of Getrennt und

approaches. This is generally an Achilles' heel of

doch verbunden. Unfortunately, the book misses

modern border studies, which do not offer a sin‐

some recent contributions to the field of intercon‐

gle or paradigmatic theory.[9] I suppose, from the

fessional conflict in the region, particularly those

abundant set of approaches recently discussed in

dealing with the problems of late confessionaliza‐

the field, several could be considered applicable

tion and borderland religious identities. Engaging

when dealing with modern urban Ukrainian his‐

this scholarship (which often investigates the Pol‐

tory. There is, for instance, the concept of a tran‐

ish-Lithuanian heritage) would have enriched its

scultural communication zone, largely used in

methodological basis.[8]

modern cultural studies. This definition describes

Other sites of transfer and cross-border com‐

a region in which "the inner interactions are

munication among religious communities in the

more clearly defined as those directed to out‐

region were the synagogues. Brody was the estab‐

side."[10] It is also defined through multiple cul‐

lished center of Haskala movement, whereas Hu‐

tural practices and experiences. These are often

siatyn was considered to be the major site of

presented in ethnic and confessionally mixed re‐

Chassidism at that time. The book raises also the

gions as polyphonic and hybrid.

question of anti-Jewish pogroms in the Russian

Closely connected to the notion of communi‐

empire at the end of the nineteenth century as a

cation zones is the concept of cultural ambiguity.

stimulus for mass Jewish overseas emigration.

The characteristic feature of all contact zones, cul‐

The first waystation after crossing the border was

tural hybridity, has long been a research subject
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for medievalists, early modern historians, Islamic

Central European University Press, 2009). See Jen‐

scholars, as well as anthropologists of border‐

ny Marietta Alwart's review on H-Net: http://

lands. Many of them underline the "higher level"

www.h-net.org/reviews/showrev.php?id=25774.

of ambiguity in relation to powers and institu‐

For an transnational approach to Ukrainian histo‐

tions in borderlands in comparison to central re‐

ry, see also Serhii Plokhy, "Nova Skhidna Jevropa”:

gions. One of the experts on Islamic cultures,

geopolitychna

Thomas Bauer, mentions in this context the differ‐

znakhidka?,"

ent phases of ambiguity tolerance, which assumes

dex.php/doslidzhennya/550-serhii-plokhiy-nova-

unclearness and pluralism. Bauer operates with

skhidna-yevropa-heopolitychna-prymkha-chy-is‐

the term "ambiguity training" in this context. He

toriohrafichna-znakhidka.

also defines the periods of attempts to bound, or

http://www.historians.in.ua/in‐

viet Ukraine (Stuttgart: Ibidem-Verlag, 2010).

Besides Islamic cultures, a prominent exam‐

[4]. Christoph Waack, Stadträume und Staats‐

ple of cultural ambiguity is the Balkans. Anthro‐

grenzen. Geteilte Grenzstädte des mittleren und

pologists speak about "ambiguous marginality,"

östlichen Europas im Kontext lokaler Alltagswel‐

typical for all borderlands. To quote Sarah Green:

ten, nationaler Politik und supranationaler An‐

"The Balkans always seems to generate ambigu‐

forderungen (Leipzig: Institut für Länderkunde,

ous and tense connections that ought, in mod‐

2000);

ernist terms, to be clearly resolved separations.

Dagmara

Jajeśniak-Quast,

Katarzyna

Stokłosa, Geteilte Städte an Oder und Neiße:

The Balkans is fractal: it is about fragmentation

Frankfurt (Oder), Słubice, Guben, Gubin und Gör‐

and fault lines; but in another sense, fractals are

litz, Zgorzelec 1945–1995 (Berlin: Berlin-Verlag

about relational fragmentation: every fragment is

Spitz, 2000).

a fraction, a part of something else, and it is the

[5]. Daphne Berdahl, Where the World Ended:

relationship between the parts, their fundamental

Re-unification and Identity in the German Border‐

interrelationality as it were, that renders some‐

land (Berkeley: Univer sity of California Press,

thing fractal."[12] Ukraine is not the Balkans, but

1999).

adequate comparisons are often appealing. Per‐

[6]. Börries Kuzmany has recently released a

haps it is time to apply theoretical concepts such

monograph on Brody's history: Brody. Eine gal‐

as contact zones and ambiguity to the materials

izische Grenzstadt im langen 19. Jahrhundert

brilliantly presented in Adelsgruber, Cohen, and

(Wien: Böhlau Verlag, 2011). See review by Kai

Kuzmany's book. It can unquestionably provide

Struve on H-Net: http://hsozkult.geschichte.hu-

an inspiring impetus for further discussion.

berlin.de/rezensionen/2012-3-162.
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